Background: Data from a Cancer Care Quality Program are directly integrated with administrative claims data to provide a level of clinical detail not available in claims-based studies, and referred to as the HealthCore Integrated Research Environment (HIRE)-Oncology data. This study evaluated the validity of the HIRE-Oncology data compared with medical records of breast, lung, and colorectal cancer patients. Methods: Data elements included cancer type, stage, histology (lung only), and biomarkers. A sample of 300 breast, 200 lung, and 200 colorectal cancer patients within the HIRE-Oncology data were identified for medical record review. Statistical measures of validity (agreement, positive predictive value [PPV], negative predictive value [NPV], sensitivity, specificity) were used to compare clinical information between data sources, with medical record data considered the gold standard. Results: All 300 breast cancer records reviewed were confirmed breast cancer, while 197 lung and 197 colorectal records were confirmed (PPV =0.99 for each). The agreement of disease stage was 85% for breast, 90% for lung, and 94% for colorectal cancer. The agreement of lung cancer histology (small cell vs non-small cell) was 97%. Agreement of progesterone receptor, estrogen receptor, and human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 status biomarkers in breast cancer was 92%, 97%, and 92%, respectively; epidermal growth factor receptor and anaplastic lymphoma kinase agreement in lung was 97% and 92%, respectively; and agreement of KRAS status in colorectal cancer was 95%. Measures of PPV, NPV, sensitivity, and specificity showed similarly strong evidence of validity. Conclusion: Good agreement between the HIRE-Oncology data and medical records supports the validity of these data for research.
Introduction
The use of administrative claims data to perform observational health outcomes research has substantially increased over the past decade ( Figure S1 ). Claims data offer researchers the ability to capture large amounts of data over geographically diverse populations for a fraction of the time and cost of a prospective study. 1 Because the primary use of administrative claims data is for billing and reimbursements, the validity of diagnostic codes within claims data for the use of research has been studied extensively. [2] [3] [4] Researchers now have access to a number of validated claims-based algorithms to identify a wide range of disease states. [5] [6] [7] However, one of the largest remaining limitations of using administrative claims data for research is the inability to capture detailed clinical information, which is particularly submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Kern et al important in cancer outcomes research. For example, information on cancer stage (eg, local or metastatic), histology (eg, adenocarcinoma or squamous cell carcinoma), and biomarkers (eg, hormone receptor status in breast cancer) is not routinely available in claims-based datasets, yet is among the most important factors for influencing treatment decisions and patient prognosis. Given improvements in cancer survival over the past few decades, 8, 9 there is increasing importance in the study of cancer treatment effectiveness and outcomes. For high-quality oncology outcomes research to be performed, there is need for additional data sources to supplement claims data in order to provide researchers with a complete clinical profile of oncology patients. 10 The Cancer Care Quality Program (CCQP), a novel program by Anthem, Inc health plans, is designed to align reimbursement with evidence-based, cost-effective oncology treatment. 11 A major element of the CCQP are the cancer treatment pathways ("pathways"), which are developed using evidence-based medicine. The objective of a pathway for a specific tumor type is to identify a subset of regimens supported by clinical evidence and practice guidelines with the goal of creating more consistent care and reducing variation in cost. Pathways are selected according to clinical benefit, safety/side effects, strength of national guideline recommendations, and cost of regimens.
The clinical data obtained from the CCQP were integrated with administrative claims data to provide a level of clinical detail not typically available in claims-based studies. Prior to using this new data source for cancer outcomes research, it is important to examine the quality of the data. This study examines the validity of the CCQP data relative to information abstracted from the medical records of breast, lung, and colorectal cancer patients.
Materials and methods
HealthCore Integrated Research Environment (HIRE)-Oncology data
Data from the CCQP were integrated with HIRE, and are referred to as the HIRE-Oncology data. The CCQP offers evidence-based cancer treatment information enabling physicians to compare planned cancer treatment regimens against evidence-based clinical criteria. 11 The CCQP has identified certain cancer treatment pathways, based on current clinical evidence, published literature, and national guideline recommendations, which have been shown to be efficacious, less toxic, and cost effective. The physicians participating in the CCQP receive additional reimbursement per patient for treatment planning and care coordination when prescribed treatment regimens align with the identified pathway, encouraging evidence-based quality care for the patients and value-based benefits for the physicians. Data are obtained when physicians request approval for this pathway-based enhanced reimbursement as well as prior authorization for the various cancer treatments. The clinical information is typically collated by nonclinical staff at the oncologists' office and entered either directly into the electronic system via a web portal by office staff or indirectly via a telephone conversation with health plan personnel. As of September 2015, the program was implemented in all 14 states where Anthem has commercial health plans. 
Patient identification and data elements
Medical record abstraction
Medical records for a sample of 300 breast, 200 lung, and 200 colorectal cancer patients identified from the HIRE-Oncology data were collected. Patients in the HIRE-Oncology data with available histology and biomarker information received a higher priority for sampling in order to maximize the sample size within each endpoint. For each record, the oncologist's office identified on the date of the request was targeted for medical record collection. Medical records were obtained from the physician offices by a third party vendor and then transferred to HealthCore on a weekly basis. A trained redactor then reviewed each page of the record and using industry standard redaction software blacked out any standard Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) protected health information (PHI) of the patient and facility. Redacted records were then scanned, saved as .pdf files and underwent a thorough quality check to ensure no PHI remained visible. 
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Validation of integrated clinical data
The redacted medical records were transferred via a secure file transfer protocol to a blinded board certified oncology pharmacist and a registered nurse for abstraction of relevant information. The abstractors received a medical record abstraction form which asked the abstractor to identify the gender of the patient, the cancer type (breast, lung, colorectal, other, or unknown), stage of disease (0, I, II, III, IV, limited, unknown), biomarker status for each biomarker of interest (positive or mutation, negative or wild-type, conflicting results, equivocal [for HER2 status only], or unknown/test was not performed), menopausal status for those identified as having breast cancer, and disease histology for those with lung cancer. Information from an individual medical record was abstracted by exactly one abstractor. Completed abstraction forms were then sent back to the HealthCore research team. A copy of the blank medical record abstraction form is included in the Supplementary materials.
All study materials were handled in compliance with the HIPAA, and a limited dataset was used for all analyses, as defined by the Privacy Rule. The New England Institutional Review Board approved the protocol as well as granted an HIPAA waiver of authorization to obtain the medical records.
Statistical analysis
Data obtained from the oncologists' medical records were considered the gold standard in this analysis. Appropriate measures of validity were calculated according to the outcome being measured. The positive predictive value (PPV) and agreement were calculated for every outcome. For all variables other than cancer type and stage of disease, negative predictive value (NPV), sensitivity, and specificity were also calculated.
Agreement was measured as the proportion of patients for whom the value of a given outcome according to the medical record was the same as (ie, in agreement with) the value according to HIRE-Oncology. Sensitivity was defined as the proportion of patients who were identified as having a positive result in the medical records and also had a positive indication in the HIRE-Oncology data. Specificity was calculated as the proportion of patients who had a negative result in the medical records and also had a negative result in HIRE-Oncology. PPV was calculated as the proportion of positive results identified from HIRE-Oncology that were confirmed as positives from medical records. And, lastly, NPV was defined as the proportion of individuals with negative results in HIRE-Oncology who had a confirmed negative result in the medical record.
Observations without available data for a given data point were excluded from the analysis for which data were missing.
Point estimates and 95% Clopper-Pearson (exact) confidence intervals were reported for each measure. All analyses were performed using SAS Enterprise Guide 7.1 (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC, USA).
Results
Overall agreement of cancer type and disease stage
The mean ages of patients with breast, lung, and colorectal cancer were 53, 60, and 57 years, respectively (Table 1) . Females represented more than half of those with lung (53%) and colorectal (56%) cancer, and nearly all of the breast cancer patients (99%). All 300 breast cancer records reviewed were confirmed as breast cancer by the medical records (PPV =1. 
Breast cancer biomarkers
The overall agreements of PR, ER, and HER2 statuses in breast cancer were 0.92, 0.97, and 0.92, respectively. The sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV of ER status (n=278 with non-missing data) were all ≥0.94, indicating very good validity. For example, the PPV of ER data in the breast cancer cohort (PPV =0.98) indicates that 98% of cases identified in HIRE-Oncology as being ER+ were confirmed ER+ in the medical records. For PR status (n=261 with non-missing data), the sensitivity (0.96), specificity (0.88), PPV (0.91), and NPV (0.95) were all strong. Lastly for breast cancer, the HER2 status (n=282) showed validity measures similar to that of the other biomarkers, with a high sensitivity (0.93), specificity (0.94), PPV (0.94), and NPV (0.96).
Lung cancer biomarkers
Agreement across each of the specific lung cancer measures was high: 0.92 for ALK status, 0.97 for EGFR status, and 0.97 for disease histology (small cell vs non-small cell). The ALK status (n=74) showed very strong sensitivity (1.00), specificity (0.91), and NPV (1.00), but a much lower PPV (0.54). Validity measures of EGFR (n=69) were high according to the sensitivity (1.00), specificity (0.96), PPV (0.87), and NPV (1.00). Lastly, the histology data also showed strong sensitivity (0.85), specificity (0.99), PPV (0.92), and NPV (0.97).
Colorectal cancer biomarkers
The agreement of KRAS status (n=114) between the two data sources for colorectal cancer patients was 0.95, and had similar levels of sensitivity (0.93), specificity (0.96), PPV (0.93), and NPV (0.96). The sensitivity of the KRAS mutation data indicates that HIRE-Oncology identified 93% of all patients who had a KRAS mutation according to the medical records.
The complete set of results, including the confidence limits of each point estimate, can be found in Table 2 . The raw data showing the cross tabulation of values obtained from the 
Discussion
This study examined the validity of cancer stage, histology, and biomarker data among patients with breast, lung, and colorectal cancers using a novel database -HIRE-Oncologyintegrating provider reported clinical data with administrative claims. Results of this study found that relative to the gold standard medical record review, the data in the electronic record achieve a high measure of validity. We report agreement, sensitivity, specificity, NPV, and PPV measures generally >90% for cancer stage, histology, and biomarkers for three common cancers, suggesting that these data may be used for observational oncology research. The use of administrative claims data has been a major advancement in cancer outcomes and health services research. 12 While claims data provide large cohorts of patients with diagnosed cancer, they lack crucial predictors of cancer outcomes such as cancer stage and biomarker status. For example, patients with late-stage (ie, metastatic) disease have worse outcome than patients with early-stage (ie, localized) disease. Additionally, patients who are biomarker positive (eg, hormone receptor in breast cancer or EGFR in lung cancer) have better prognosis and response to targeted therapy versus cytotoxic chemotherapy. 13 Failure to account for each of these variables may confound the relationship between cancer treatment and outcome, leading to biased results. Further, the uncertain validity of codes for metastatic cancer in claims data remains a major limitation, 14, 15 and manual medical record review may not be feasible. The necessity of having reliable and timely data for cancer outcomes research is becoming more important as the oncology treatment space rapidly changes; there are as many as 836 new medications and vaccines for cancer in various stages of development, with 80% of them being potential first in class therapies. 16 Thus, the ability to link clinical with claims data to accurately classify cancer stage and biomarkers is a unique and important strength of these data and central to the conduct of high-quality oncology research. The capacity to integrate various data highlights the importance of fully identifiable research databases such as the HIRE, which can be linked not only with the data specific to this study, but can be also integrated with any other identifiable data sources which have been approved for research purposes and where appropriate permissions have been obtained.
Since the CCQP utilizes clinical data transmitted by oncology practices to the health plan for the purposes of pathway-based enhanced reimbursement or prior authorization activities, we felt it important to assess the validity of these data due to a number of factors. First, these data are typically transmitted to the health plan by nonclinical office staff. Although electronic health records (EHRs) may make it easier to collect all the necessary clinical information, there is the potential for misinterpretation or simple error with the transcription of the information. In addition, prior research has demonstrated that physicians may use deception to obtain approvals from health plan payers. 17, 18 The high measure of validity we found between both data sources helps to reassure that these concerns did not adversely impact the HIRE-Oncology data.
These data may prove to be an improvement over the use of other data sources, which have previously been shown to be effective tools in supplementing claims-based research but have significant limitations, namely cancer registries 19 and EHRs. 20 Inherent limitations of registries are that not all researchers have access to the registry data, the data in the registry may not be complete, there may be a lag in the data due to annual updating, and/or the registry may be limited to a specific subset of patients being studied, thereby limiting the generalizability of the study. [21] [22] [23] The integration of EHR data with administrative claims has recently become popular in outcomes research, but there are limitations to the relatively new data source, such as a high variation in the validity of data across different clinical variables, 24 variation across different EHR systems, 25 and the current lack of a uniform data quality assessment. 26, 27 Thus, the HIRE-Oncology data may be a valuable alternative to these data sources.
Strengths of this study included stratified random sampling from all subjects within HIRE-Oncology and rigorous validation of cancer data against standard medical record review; however, there are several potential limitations of this study. As with most validation studies, we cannot exclude the possibility of misclassification bias. For example, the PPV for recorded ALK mutation among lung cancer patients was only 0.54. This result must be interpreted with caution given the relatively wide confidence intervals and the relatively low prevalence of positive ALK mutations in the cohort. Importantly, all other validity measures (agreement, sensitivity, specificity, and NPV) of ALK status were >90% as were all validity measures for the majority of other variables from HIRE-Oncology; thus, the impact of any misclassification bias on the results of our study was likely low. It is also noteworthy that if ALK status (among other biomarkers) is not necessary for the treatment requested in the CCQP then the field is not required to be completed, hence the relatively low numbers identified in this validation. More data are needed before a definitive conclusion can be made regarding the validity of a positive ALK status. We examined histology for lung cancer data only, as we needed to ensure we could differentiate small cell from non-small cell lung cancer, as future research will require this for evaluating various treatments. In colorectal cancer, the vast majority of cases (>95%) were adenocarcinomas, 28 so we did not feel that it was necessary to validate a measure with such low variation. Although breast cancer histology is more varied, we did not examine this as part of our validation as histology type is not typically a factor in the selection of systemic therapy. We did not compare the HIRE-Oncology recorded stage to tumor registry stage. However, tumor registry data are limited to the patient's stage at initial diagnosis and do not contain information for patients who develop metastatic disease over time. We were also unable to calculate overall sensitivity for any breast, colon, or lung cancer diagnosis, as the data sampled included only a subset of these cancer patients enumerated within HIRE-Oncology. Likewise, as this research was specific to common cancers in patients from a single health care system, these data may not be fully representative of the broader US population.
While medical records were considered the gold standard in this validation study, the information in medical records may be missing or incomplete. For example, HER2 status was present for all 300 breast cancer patients in HIREOncology, but was missing in the medical records from 18 patients. Furthermore, targeting records with available biomarker results may have led to oversampling of stage IV metastatic disease (eg, presence of EGFR/ALK mutation in lung cancer); however, the majority of lung and colorectal cancer cases in the overall HIRE-Oncology data are stage IV (77% and 75%, respectively), and thus the results are likely representative of the data as a whole.
Conclusion
The study findings suggest that the clinical data entered by participating oncology practices as part of the CCQP are accurate relative to medical records. The good agreement between the HIRE-Oncology data and the gold standard of medical records supports the validity of these data, and suggests the potential to increase efficiency and reduce costs associated with future observational research. These data can enhance claims-based studies by providing real-world clinical data directly integrated with health care utilization data that may not otherwise be available to researchers on a national level.
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